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SUMMARY 
By employing an interesting modification of the familiar multiplying-factor 
technique, which was developed elsewhere by B. Noble [Proc. Cambridge Philos. 
Sot. 59, 363-371 (1963)], au exact solution is obtained for a certain pair of dual 
equations involving series of Jacobi polynomials. Also computed are the values of 
these general series on the intervals over which their values are not already specified. 
Several special or confluent cases of the dual series equations considered here are 
shown to lead to (known or new) dual equations involving series of Jacobi or Laguerre 
polynomials; these simpler pairs of dual series equations were solved in the earlier 
works by A. P. Dwivedi and T. N. Trivedi [Indag. Math. 36, 203-210 (1974)], 
J. S. Lowndes [Proc. Edinburgh Math. Sot. Ser. II 16, 273-280 (1909)], Rekha 
Panda [Indag. Math. 39, 122-127 (1977)], and H. M. Srivastava [cf., e.g., In&g. 
Math. 35, 137-141 (1973)]. 
1. INTRODUUTION 
Put 
(1.1) I~={zlO$z<y} and Iz={xjy<z$c), 
where c is an arbitrary positive number and 0-c y cc. Also, in SzegG’s 
notation (cf. [lo], p. 68), let I$@‘@’ (x) denote the Jacobi polynomial of 
l This work wss supported, in part, by NRC grant A-7363. 
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order (a, /?) and degree n in x, defined by [op. cit., p. 681 
In the present paper we consider the problem of determining the 
sequence (An) satisfying the dual series equations 
and 
where c> 0, I is an arbitrary non-negative integer, f(x) and g(x) are 
prescribed functions, and in general, 
(W min{or,8,r,6,IZ,~,e,a}>-l. 
The method employed is an interesting modification of the familiar multi- 
plying-factor technique developed by Noble (cf. [4], p. 366, $ 3) for solving 
a certain special pair of dual series equations in which the kernels involve 
Jacobi polynomials of the same order; indeed, Noble [Zoc. cit.] used 
Jacobi’s original notation : 
(1.6) 
We also discuss the possibility of computing the values of the series 
(1.3) and (1.4) on the intervals 12 and 11, respectively, that is, on those 
intervals over which their values are not already specified; these values 
are of particular interest in various physical applications. 
The dual series equations (1.3) and (1.4) are a generalization of those 
considered earlier by Lowndes [3], who (like Noble [4]) used Jacobi’s 
notation (1.6), and by Dwivedi and Trivedi [l]. Furthermore, by suitably 
appealing to the principle of confluence exhibited in the known relationship 
[lo, p. 103, Eq. (6.3.4)] 
(1.7) 
where J!$’ (x) denotes the Laguerre polynomial defined by 
(l-8) , n=O, 1,2, . . . . 
our results in this paper would readily yield the corresponding results 
for dual equations involving series of Laguerre polynomials, which were 
given recently by Panda [5]. {S ee also Srivastava [7], [8] and [9].} 
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2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
For the sake of ready reference we list here the following results involving 
Jacobi polynomials, which will be required in the course of our investi- 
gation. 
(i) The orthogonality property of the Jacobi polynomials in the 
(slightly modified) form [lo, p. 68, Eq. (4.3.3)]: 
where Bmn is the Kronecker delta. 
(ii) The following forms of the known fractional integrals [2, p. 191, 
Eqs. (43) and (44)]: 
and 
( > 
I- F da: 
+1, Y) 1- d 
( > 
B+v 
P’ - @+“) 1-F ) p>-1, Y>O, ,” ‘* 
( > 






For integer ml 0, we have the derivative formulas 
1 0: I( 1-z 1 B+m p;-m.B+m) ( 1_ 2 >) 
ll!?+m+n+ 1) 
= (-c)” lV+n+ 1) 
(l-;J)p;8fl-;). 
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PROOF OF (2.5). Making use of the known results (7), p. 264 and (l7), 
p. 265 in reference [6], we observe that 
(2.7) (x- l)o.( PpBJ (x)) =(b~+n) Pj,@--‘.p+” (x)-&@)(x), 
whence 
and the derivative formula (2.5) follows by induction. 
PROOF OF (2.6). By combining the known results (5), p. 264 and (17), 
p. 265 in reference [6], we get 
cw (x+l)Dz( PY) (x)) =(/!I+?&) P~+“8-“(x)-BP~B)(x), 
which readily yields 
(2.10) 
a( (1-pp-J) (1-F)) 
2 B-1 
= -c-l(B+n) l-- 
( > c 
pc$+l.a-1, l-2 
( > c ' 
and the derivative formula (2.6) would follow, as before, by induction 
on the non-negative integer m. 
REMARK 1. In view of the known identity [lo, p. 59, Eq. (4.1.3)] 
(2.11) p~8’(-X)=(-l)np~~,a)(~), 
it is easily versed that the integral formulas (2.2) and (2.3) are essentially 
equivalent, and so also are the derivative formulas (2.5) and (2.6). 
3. THE MODIFIED MULTl-PLYINQ-FAUTOR TECHNIQUE 
In order to illustrate the modified multiplying-factor technique, we 
now turn to our series equation (1.3), multiply it by z&:“(t - x)m+~-r, where 
p is an arbitrary constant and m is a suitable non-negative integer, and 
integrate both sides with respect to x over the interval (0, E). By applying 
the integral formula (2.2), we thus obtain 
jio A, qy+n+z+ 1).qec+n+Z+ 1) P(a+m+9. B-m-9) l_ 2 
(3.1) - 
I 
r(e+n+Z+l)r(or+n+Z+m+1,+1) *+’ ( ) c 
~--or--m-9 c 
= r(m+p) f fl (5-4m+*1 f(x) h 
where O<t<y, a> -1, and nz+p>O. 
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If we multiply (3.1) by t Gi+m+p and differentiate the resulting equation 
m times with respect to E, using the derivative formula (2.5), we shall get 
r(y+n+z+ l)lya+n+Z+ 1) 
r(e+n+Z+l)r(or+12+Z+P+l) 
, 
where, as before, O<[<y, ol> -1, and m+p>O. 
Next we multiply our series equation (1.4) by (1 -x/c)” and differentiate 
the resulting equation k times with respect to x, using the derivative 
formula (2.6). We thus have 
1 
Jo A, Jv+n+z+ l)Q+n+Z+ 1) p(n+k,p-&) 1_ 2s 
(3.3) - 
r(o+n+z+ l)Iyp+++Z---+ 1) n+z ( > c 
=(-~)~(l-~~-~~~r(l-~~8(2)), VXE12, 
where k is a non-negative integer. 
Multiplying this last equation (3.3) by (1 -z/c)“-” (x--,$)4+fi-l, where q 
is an arbitrary constant, if we integrate both sides with respect to x 
over the interval (E, c) using (2.3), we shall obtain 
w+n+z+ l)T(p+n+Z+ 1) 
r(a+~+z+l)~(p+lz+z+q+ 1) 
p&f. P+Q) 2E 
( > 
1 - - 
(x-.gu+fi-l D!( (l- q@g(x;,aG 
where y<f<c, ,u-k>-1, and q+k>O. 
The modified multiplying-factor technique applies successfully to those 
situations in which the arbitrary constants p and q can be so chosen that 
the left-hand sides of the transformed equations (3.2) and (3.4) become 
identical; indeed, in these (successful) cases, the unknown coefficients A, 
can be determined from (3.2) and (3.4) by merely appealing to the ortho- 
gonality relationship (2.1). In the next two sections we shall present a 
systematic discussion of all such situations of interest. 
4. THE SPECIAL CASE Q = 01 AND 0 =/4 
In the special case when @=a and o=,u, if we set p=y-cx and q=6--,u, 
the left-hand sides of equations (3.2) and (3.4) do indeed become identical 
provided that 
(4.1) a+/l=y+f3=l+p, 
and by using the orthogonality property (2.1) we readily obtain our first 
set of results contained in 
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THEOREM 1. For C> 0, let the sequence {A,,} be defined by the dual 
series equatkns 
and 
where 1 is an arbitrary non-negative integer, and the intervals II and I2 are 
given by (1.1). 
Then, for integers k, m, n L 0, 
A 
n 
= (n+Z)! (LY+B+2n+2Z+l)r(ol+B+n+I 
cY+l I++n+Z+l)F(d+n+Z+ 1) 
C 
~(y--la+m)i(l-~~~~~j(l--)~(~)~~ 
where, for convenience, 
(4.5) P(E) = D;R / xa (6 - xp++l f (4 ax) 
( 
and 
(4.6) G(E)= / K-w--I+k-l Q( (l- ;~g(x))&?, 
pr0vided that (4.1) holds and 
(4.7) a+p+l>y> -1, y+m>cx> -1, 6>p--k>-1. 
RENARK 2. For Z=O, and under the parametric constraints in (4.1), 
the dual series equations (4.2) and (4.3) would reduce essentially to those 
considered earlier by Dwivedi and Trivedi [I], and indeed our solution 
(4.4) with I= 0 can be shown fairly easily to be in complete agreement 
with the Dwivedi-Trivedi solution [op. cit., p. 207, Eq. (3.13)]. (See also 
Noble [4] for a further special case of Theorem l.} 
A confluent case of Theorem 1 is worthy of note. Indeed, it would 
follow if we replace p and ,u by their values in terms of 6, given by (4.1), 
set 6=c, A,=B,/F(y+n+Z+ l), replace g(x) by CA-g(x), and take the 
limits of equations (4.2), (4.3), (4.4) and (4.6) when c--f 00. Making use 
of the known relationship (1.7), we thus have 
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THEOREM 2. The sol&ion of the dual Laguerre series equations 
(4.8) 
2 Bn 
r(a+?+1+ 1) L$f (Z)=f(2), osx<y n-0 
and 
W given by 
(4.10) 
where k, 1, m, n E (0, 1, 2, . ..}. P(l) is given by (4.5), and 
(4.11) JW = 3 (x - 4)2T+k-1 DE ( e-s g(x) ] ax, 
p&&d that y+m>~r> -1 and A+k>y> -1. 
REMARK 3. For k= 0, if we replace 1 by o, and 1 by p, and set 
y=ar+p-1, Th eorem 2 would evidently yield the main result of a recent 
paper by Panda [5, p. 124, Eq. (ll)]. par other known special cases of 
Theorem 2, the interested reader may be referred to [5, p. 127, Remarks 1 
and 2] and Srivastava’s papers [7], [S] and 191.) 
5. THE SPECIAL QASE e =#? AND o= 2 
When e=/I and a=i2, if we choose p=y--a and 4=8-p, the 
transformed equations (3.2) and (3.4) would reduce to 
r(~+n+~+l)p(r..+~-y) 1 2t 
n+’ - - 7 (6.1) 1 Jo An r@+n+Z+l) ( ) 
P 
= 0” 1 s’ 
I-(y--a+?@ a 0 
xy&x)y-r’+- f(x) ax 1 
, 
where O<&y and y+m>or>-1, and 
where y < 5 CC and 8 > p - k > - 1, k and m being non-negative integers. 
The left-hand sides of these reduced equations (5.1) and (5.2) cannot 
be made identical except possibly in the seemingly trivial case when, 
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in addition to the parametric constraints in (4.1), we have ,U=OI =p. 
Nonetheless, if we let y =/3 + Y and B = K -v, our dual series equations 
(1.3) and (1.4) would reduce in this case to 
(5.3) nzo A, 
w+v+n+z+ 1) p(a*B) 1_ 2” 
q/3-t-n+z+ 1) n+z ( > C 
=f(2), VcT E II 
and 
(5.4) j. An 
I+--v+n+++ 1) 2x 
qa+n+z+ 1) 
p$$ 1 - - 
( ) C 
= g(z), VLz E 12, 
respectively. 
For 2 = 0, 1= OL and ,u =/3, these last dual series equations (5.3) and 
(5.4) are essentially the same as those solved earlier by Lowndes [3] 
under the conditions : 
(5.5) (i) a+B+l>n>~--1, O<Y<~; or (ii) a+p+~+l>a>-1, -l<r<O. 
When 110, by appealing to the transformed equations (5.1) and (5.2), 
we may state 
THEOREM 3. For integers k, rn& 0, let 
(5.6) f*(x) = r(p-~;v+m) q / t” (2-t)fl-a+v+m-* f(t)&) 
and 
where #l+v+m>a> -1 and OI--Y>~---~) -1. 
Then the solution of the pair of dud Jacobi series equations (5.3) a& 
(5.4) with il=ol and ,u=/l is the Same as that of the pair: 
and 
where 1 is any non-negative integer, and the intervals II and 12 are de$ned 
by (1.1). 
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6. UNSPECIFIED VALUES OF SERIES (1.3) AND (1.4) 
The values of the series (1.3) and (1.4) are not specified in the intervals 
12 and 11, respectively. Since these quantities are of particular interest 
in many physical applications, we shall now show how each of them can 
be determined in case of the dual Jacobi series equations (4.2) and (4.3). 
We begin by assuming that 
and 
where 11 and 12 are given by (l.l), and the various parameters are 
constrained as in (4.1). 
Making use of the derivative formula (2.5), equation (6.1) can be 
rewritten in the form 
(6.3) 4(x) =X-q x&+$0 A,, m+n+l+l) ppp-r) qol+n+z+r+ 1) 
where x E Is and r is a non-negative integer. 
If we substitute for the coefficients A, from (4.4) into this last equation 
(6.3), we get 
i 






nY-~+m) 0 d P(x, 6) W) dE 
(64 
I 
+ t-11 k g -1 x”+c 0 J PP(X, 4 C(E) at , 7% E 122, 
m--T+w Y 1 





it being understood that M(x, t)=O when 1= 0. 
The in&-&e series on the right-hand side of (6.5) can be summed (at 
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least formally) by appealing to the orthogonality relationship (2.1) and 
the integral formula (2.2), and we thus have 
where H(t) denotes Heaviside’s unit function, and 
(6.9) a--y+r>o, p--r> -1. 
Substituting from (6.8) into (6.5), and then into (6.4), we finally get one 
of the desired values, viz 
I X--” 
+tx)= q%-y+r) G 
+ (-1) kCY-aX”+’ / PM(x, 6) G(l) c@ w-y+k) Y 
where J’(t), G(E) and M(x, 5) are given by (4.5), (4.6) and (6.7), 
respectively, and the parametric constraints in (4.1), (4.7) and (6.9) 
are assumed to hold, k, m and r being non-negative integers. 
In order to determine the value of y(x), defined by (6.2), we first apply 
the derivative formula (2.6) and rewrite (6.2) as 
(6.11) 
, VXEl;, 
where s is a non-negative integer. 
Now we substitute for the coefficients A, from (4.4) into (6.11), and 
change the order of integration and summation. We thus find that 
where, for convenience, 
(6.13) 4% 0 = mzo f&(x, 6) -N(x, 5), 
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cy+lr(y+ra+ l)Q+n+s+ 1) 
,pf-‘..t.)(l- $)~$‘.d+-$) 
it being understood, as before, that this last sum is nil unless 1~ 1. 
By applying the orthogonality property (2.1) and the integral formula 
(2.3), it is easily seen that 
(6.16) Jo J&(x, [)= (>;;T;:++l cA-y-sP (1 - ;)-P-k(P-2), 
where J&(x, 6) is defined by (6.14), and 
(6.17) y>l--s> -1. 
Substituting from (6.16) into (6.13), and then into (6.12), we finally obtain 
the other desired value given by 
@,) =+v -4cP Q+iz+s) 
(-l)a’Y-” 0 
(6.18) { 
*F(oaE+ qn--y+k) vJ (5 - ~)~-a+-1 a(t)a5 
-Ir (-c Dz)’ 
+ (- WY-V -+)p+s s p# N(x [) G(E) at 
Iv--y+k) v ’ , VXEIl, 
where J’(l), Q’(l) and N(z, 6) are defined by (4.5), (4.6) and (6.15), 
respectively, and the parameters are constrained as in (4.1), (4.7) and 
(6. l?), k, m and s being non-negative integers. 
Evidently, when 2 = 0, our results (6.10) and (6.18) would simplify 
considerably, and we shall be led eventually to those given earlier by 
Dwivedi and Trivedi [l, p. 209, Eqs. (4.5) and (4.8)]. Moreover, by suitably 
appealing to the principle of confluence (which indeed was used above 
in deriving Theorem 2 from Theorem 1) it is easy to observe how the 
confluent forms of equations (6.10) and (6.18) will yield the values of 
the Laguerre series (4.8) and (4.9) on the intervals over which their values 
are not already prescribed. In fact, for r= 0, the values thus obtained 
are in complete agreement with the corresponding results given recently 
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by Panda 1 [5, p. 125, Eq. (20); p. 127, Eq. (27)]. We omit the details 
involved. 
Theorems 1 and 3 (and, of course, the results of this section) can be 
appropriately specialized to hold for the dud equations involving series 
of the Gegenbauer (or ultraspherical) polynomials 
(6.19) C;+‘(z) = C;a)-l(,,2”) pp”’ @), 
the relatively more familiar Legendre polynomials 
(6.20) P&x) =Pjp*” (x), 
the Tchebycheff polynomials (of the first and second kinds) 
(6.21) 
and of several other clssses of orthogonal polynomials which are special 
cases of the Jacobi polynomials. On the other hand, results involving 
dual Hermite series equations can be deduced as a confluent case of 
Theorem 2, since it is fairly well known that [lo, p. 389, Problem 801 
(6.22) H&/j/2) = ( - 1)s 2sl* n! lim 
a+co 
ccfi~2L:"'(a+syz)). 
Alternatively, the solution of dual equations involving series of Hermite 
polynomials can be deduced from the results of this paper by appealing 
to the familiar relationship [op. cit., p. 106, Eq. (5.6.1)] 
(6.23) H2,+,(2)=(- 1)s 2sn+an! xd Lrdt'(x2), E=O or c=l, 
or to the principle of confluence exhibited by 
(6.24) Hn(z)= n ! ,‘irnm OI+@ Cz (x/j&) , 
1 
where C,“(Z) are the Gegenbauer polynomials defined by (6.19). 
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